Spenco® Total Support Sandals combine the support and stability of our best-selling replacement insole with the comfort and simplicity of a slip-on sandal. Great for after sports or training or just kicking back indoors or out. Unlike some other slip-on sandals, Spenco® Sandals are designed with orthotic-quality arch and heel support. Superior impact cushioning and motion control help reduce pronation and supination—common problems associated with flat, slab-style sandals.

- **Total Support System**
  absorbs shock and helps prevent over pronation.
- **Orthotic Arch Support**
  and deep heel cupping promote stability, alignment and motion-control.
- **Comfortable soft strap**
  securely holds wearer’s feet to the total support footbed allowing maximum benefit from deep heel cupping and arch support.
- **EVA surface custom molds**
  over time to conform to the unique shape of the wearer’s feet.
- **Metatarsal Arch Support**
  offloads pressure from the ball of foot to help relieve forefoot pain.
- **NEW non-marking rubber outsole**
  provides gripping and stable support.

Yumi spring 2012
The only sandal with Spenco® support and comfort built right in.

**srp:** $49.99  |  **Dealer cost:**

**Notes:**

---

**YUMI: SPRING 2012 WOMEN’S COLORWAYS. Sizes 6-11**
- Cat. No. 39-422 patterned onyx
- Cat. No. 39-423 chocolate/mineral blue
- Cat. No. 39-424 chocolate/nadeshiko/cork

**YUMI: SPRING 2012 MEN’S COLORWAYS. Sizes 7-14**
- Cat. No. 39-447 carbon/pewter
- Cat. No. 39-448 java/java
- Cat. No. 39-449 straw/java/cork
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